
Introduction

The present study aims to provide a comprehensive overview of the sig-
nificance of Aristotle and Aquinas in the work of James Joyce. While it is 
universally recognized that both thinkers exerted profound influence on 
the author of Ulysses,1 this area of inquiry has been neglected in recent de-
cades. With the proliferation of research in other areas of Joycean studies 
and enhanced facilities for investigation, as well as access to new materials, 
it would be surprising if inquiry into both of these important sources were 
exhausted. It is more than sixty years since the publication of William T. 
Noon’s excellent study on Joyce and St. Thomas; no equivalent work has 
been produced on Joyce and Aristotle.
 The scope of my investigation is limited and specific. It is concerned 
exclusively with philosophical themes that are of material significance for 
Joyce’s writings or that provide inspiration for their artistic construction; 
it is not concerned with the literary merit of their application by Joyce. 
To borrow from John Locke’s aspiration, “It is ambition enough to be em-
ployed as an under-labourer in clearing the ground a little.”2 Much of what 
has been written on Joyce’s relation to Aristotle and Aquinas is superficial 
and speculative, not looking beyond what is stated in his writings and lack-
ing reference to the philosophers’ own texts.3 On the other hand, many 
studies in recent decades have progressed beyond the analysis of sources 
and influences to an interpretation of a “meta” character. The present inves-
tigation adheres to a more traditional style; convinced that a fundamental 
examination of Aristotle and Aquinas as sources of Joyce has been lacking, 
I have confined my study to explicit references and allusions and eschewed 
speculative exegesis. I aim to examine Joyce’s use of these two important 
sources and to assess its accuracy and importance. This study is also in-
tended to provide the nonphilosophical reader with a background to, and 
explanation of, the philosophical topics that occur.
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 James Joyce had a keen sense of the elemental and primordial questions. 
It is significant that many of the themes recurring throughout his work 
are precisely those that first emerged in early Greek philosophy: diversity 
and unity, identity, permanence and change, the nature and reliability of 
knowledge. While Joyce was a realist with regard to the basic philosophi-
cal questions, he exhibited throughout his life a keen interest in a vari-
ety of approaches. During his student years, he was a dedicated pupil of 
Aristotle and Aquinas. His early distrust of Platonism left him suspicious 
of idealism. Empiricism was unacceptable because of its skepticism, and 
his short-lived attraction to pragmatism turned to scorn because of the 
manner in which it debased the ideal of truth. For various aspects of their 
philosophies Joyce held Giordano Bruno, Giambattista Vico, and Nicholas 
of Cusa in high regard. He admired the rebellious Bruno as the father of 
modern philosophy; Vico probed the tangled web of thought and language 
into which Joyce would delve more deeply; Cusanus provided the logic of 
contradiction and the harmony of opposites that allowed Joyce to conceive 
of Finnegans Wake.
 Joyce was acquainted with the philosophical trends of his day, many of 
which carried the trace of the Copernican revolution, which had inverted 
the compass of traditional philosophy. His own fundamental outlook was 
that of the philosophia perennis, and it is against the ancient background 
that we can best understand his approach, since the questions preoccupy-
ing him were essentially those first articulated in classical philosophy. In 
broad terms, the central theme of my inquiry is the meaning of identity as 
it surfaces in recurrent iterations throughout Joyce’s writings. The question 
of identity is ultimately a philosophical question; the principle of identity 
is considered the first law of reality.
 The ancient rhapsode introduced Odysseus to his audience as a “man 
of many turns”: polutropos, literally “of many tropes.” The hero wandered 
far and wide, saw many cities, learned the ways of many men, and suffered 
many sorrows. Odysseus’s character unfurls gradually, almost organically, 
as his character grows in magnitude with each new adventure. By the time 
he arrives home to Ithaca, we have acquired a comprehensive picture of the 
individual, enlightened by many insights into his inner nature. Through 
a plethora of hints, dramatized through successive incidents, we are pre-
sented with a unified and integrated character. It was this completeness 
that attracted Joyce to Odysseus. His friend the sculptor Frank Budgen 
asked: “What do you mean by a complete man? For example, if a sculptor 
makes a figure of a man then that man is all-round, three-dimensional, but 
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not necessarily complete in the sense of being ideal. All human bodies are 
imperfect, limited in some way, human beings too.” Joyce replied: “Ulysses 
is both. I see him from all sides, and therefore he is all-round in the sense 
of your sculptor’s figure. But he is a complete man as well—a good man.”4 
Joyce regarded Odysseus as the most complete character in literature—
more accomplished than either Faust or Hamlet. Joyce did not consider 
Christ a complete man: “He was a bachelor, and never lived with a woman. 
Surely living with a woman is one of the most difficult things a man can do, 
and he never did it.”5 Joyce declared that the most beautiful, all-embracing, 
theme was that of the Odyssey, and the subject of Odysseus the most hu-
man in world literature.6 Odysseus’s character comprises myriad aspects, 
revealed through a multiplicity of actions; Homer’s success was to shape 
this diversity into a coherent unity and identity.
 Lyrical poetry aside—unless a poet’s work is considered as a whole—we 
expect a work of genuine literature to offer insights into the characters por-
trayed. A detective story must be exciting, full of suspense, intrigue, and 
anticipation, but we do not expect profound personality portraits: the plot’s 
the thing. A novel or drama, however, should present complexity and depth 
of character, inherent tensions, and paradoxical traits, all somehow melded 
into a consistent whole, but without exhausting all the possibilities of the 
personalities portrayed.
 Any attempt to appreciate the work of James Joyce prompts the question 
of authenticity and identity at various levels and from multiple perspec-
tives. From the early portraits of Dubliners, through the self-searching of 
the burgeoning artist in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man and the 
constellation of characters in Ulysses, to the diverse and disparate person-
alities that remorph, Proteus-like, in the pages of Finnegans Wake, Joyce 
dramatized the inexhaustible miscellany of daily lives. To what extent are 
his personae invested with credible authentic self-identity? Are they com-
plete and rounded, unified and integrated? To engage with the writings of 
James Joyce is to wrestle with multiple identities, to sift the flowing sands 
of alterity and alteration in search of permanence and individuality.
 As a vector of value and meaning, the question of identity is vital to as-
sessing the objective merit of Joyce’s oeuvre, but it is central also to our un-
derstanding of the author himself. Critics disagree as to the authorial iden-
tity that sustains his work: Irish national or British passport-bearer, colonial 
subject or anti-colonial rebel, Catholic or apostate, classicist or modernist? 
There is little agreement as to Joyce’s definitive, abiding identity, such was 
the rich complexity of the person and artist. Critics have argued against the 
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“reification” of any supposed national or cultural authenticity.7 Emer Nolan 
suggests, for example, that for Joyce “Irishness” is a heterogeneous notion 
but “a kind of originary heterogeneity [whose] definitive characteristic is 
its quality of eluding definition.”8 Vincent J. Cheng proposes that “Joyce’s 
works become increasingly informed by his sensitivity towards the nature 
of the hybridity, ambivalences, and interpretations involved in cultural and 
discursive formations.”9 Thus many layers and strands of allegiance and 
experimental identities, at times conflictual, must be acknowledged. Nolan 
pertinently observes that while “authenticity” remains an important theme 
in the work of such critics as Richard Kearney and Declan Kiberd, the theo-
rists to whom they are indebted “attack the very idea of a self to which one 
might be true or false.”10 The philosophical question of authentic selfhood 
and authorial identity is what is ultimately at stake. Whether it is personal 
selfhood or national identity that has been deconstructed or abandoned by 
poststructuralist or alternative theories, the originary concept must first be 
confronted.
 As they walk from the Tower to the Forty Foot bathing place, Stephen 
and Haines discuss exalted questions such as creation from nothing, mira-
cles, and a personal God. Stephen declares himself to be “a horrible example 
of free thought.” Haines approves: “I should think you are able to free your-
self. You are your own master, it seems to me.” Stephen protests his restric-
tions: “I am a servant of two masters [ . . . ] an English and an Italian [ . . . ] 
The imperial British state [ . . . ] and the holy Roman catholic and apostolic 
church” (U 1.636–44). Haines’s commendation of Stephen as his “own mas-
ter” is an exact translation of what for Aquinas it is to be a person: dominus 
sui, one who is master of oneself.11 A person possesses him- or herself in 
the order of knowledge through the power of self-consciousness, and in the 
order of action through self-determination or free will. James Joyce and his 
fictional counter-self were alike obliged to negotiate the constraints upon 
their thought and action in shaping their individuality. Cultural, political, 
social, and religious identity finally rest upon that of selfhood and personal 
authenticity. Those identities that continually vie beneath the surface for 
validation are derivative.
 Literature was for Joyce a vehicle for articulating and asserting his per-
sonal, and in particular his artistic, identity. His was a conflicted growth, 
as he sought to escape the snares of nationality, language, and religion, the 
traps of home, fatherland, and church (P V.1047–50, 2576–77). Like the 
mythical Daedalus, he sought to fashion artful wings to flee those nets that 
held him down. Torn between allegiances, impulses, and antipathies, he 
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sought in art to liberate his authentic self. To establish who he really was, 
he needed to affirm himself vis-à-vis nationality, social class, race, place, 
language, religion, and ideology. Each element is significant within his 
comprehensive makeup. Identity is a mille-feuille term connoting a multi-
plicity of radiating meanings. Many of these have been the focus of Joyce 
scholarship. Each approach offers a particular optic for understanding the 
author but can provide only a limited perspective. The present study only 
marginally considers these tangential or supervenient aspects, concerning 
itself instead with the core philosophical question of identity as prompted 
by a reading of Joyce. A philosophical elucidation will help to illuminate 
derivatory instances of relative identity, but these are beyond the scope of 
my inquiry. Questions of cultural, colonial, postcolonial, or ethnic identity 
are secondary to the primal nature of identity in existence, knowledge, and 
personhood.
 The question of identity points to the twin dualities of unity and diver-
sity, permanence and change. The twin phenomena that present the first 
challenge to philosophy are the diversity and change of immediate sense 
experience. We are confronted in perception by a bewildering plurality 
of seemingly unrelated objects that are, furthermore, subject to continu-
ous and apparently haphazard change. Reflecting on the apparent chaos of 
physical data, the mind instinctively seeks unity underlying diversity and 
a permanence persisting through change.12 If there is a unity beyond the 
plurality, it is not one of utter simplicity but one that is structured within a 
differentiated whole. The question is how to conceive and articulate unity 
in difference, and difference in unity.
 How can a thing be unified if composed of diverse elements? How is it 
possible for something to change, yet retain an enduring integrity? These 
questions are essential to our interpretation of the real. Only when the 
things we experience are somehow embraced within a unifying totality are 
we satisfied that they have been understood. Each philosophical discipline 
somehow aims at a comprehensive, unified integration of diverse elements. 
Ethics aims at a harmonious ordering of the diverse, often conflicting, val-
ues and demands of human action; psychology seeks to integrate the vari-
ous aspects of human behavior within the unity of personality; epistemol-
ogy evaluates the polarity of subject and object throughout the successive 
stages of a single, complete, act of cognition as it proceeds from sensation 
to intellectual insight. At the widest possible horizon of experience and 
reality, metaphysics or ontology aims to order all things within the unity 
of being, the most fundamental and common aspect shared by all things. 


